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ABSTRACT.
The role of the finite Fourier transform
in the theory of error
correcting codes has been explored in a recent text by Richard Blahut. In this
work we study how the finite Fourier transform relates to certain polynomial
identities involving weight enumerator
polynomials
of linear codes. These include the generalized MacWilliams
identities and theorems originally due to R.
Gleason concerning polynomial algebras containing weight enumerator polynomials. The Heisenberg group model of the finite Fourier transform provides
certain algebras of classical theta functions which will be applied to reprove
Gleason's results.

I. Introduction.
This work will place the theory of the finite Fourier transform
at center stage in the study of several problems in coding theory, especially those
involving the weight enumerator polynomial and its characterization.
The emergence of finite Fourier transform theory as an explicit tool in coding theory can
be found in R. Blahut's recently published text [10] Theory and practice of error
control codes, where many important aspects of coding theory are viewed within
the framework of the finite Fourier transform. That this should be the case should
come as no surprise to coding theorists, who often apply the Hadamard transform
to coding theory problems. The Blahut text formalizes this cohabitation of ideas
and has been a major influence on this work.
In §11we present the theory of the finite Fourier transform on a finite-dimensional
vector space over finite fields. We then show how the MacWilliams identities for
exact weight enumerator polynomials of linear codes follow (up to rather complicated, but standard, algebraic identifications) from the definition of the Fourier
transform.
The second major influence on this
[8]. There he applies theta function
polynomials.
In [1] L. Auslander and
Fourier transform on n points, n >
functions.

work can be found in the work of N. Sloane
theory to the study of weight enumerator
the author built an algebra from the finite
0, that was related to an algebra of theta

We now introduce some notation and definitions that enable us to review the
results in [1].
For an integer m > 0, denote by Z/m the integers mod m, and by Lm the space
of all complex-valued
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functions
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on Z/m, along with the inner product
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3, 1984.
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defined by
777—1

(/,!?>=¿2 f (j)9(j),
3=0

where bar denotes complex conjugate.
Let us now introduce two orthogonal bases of the m-dimensional vector space
L,„ which we need in this work. For each 0 < j < m let x3 £ Lm be defined by

*#) = {0; lH
Direct calculation

°-k<m-

shows that

(xj,xk)=l^
and. hence, Xq,Xi.zm_

J.~fc|

0<j',fc<m,

1 is an orthonormal

basis of Lm.

For each 0 < j < m define $,-6 Lm by

tyj(k) = exp(2nijk/m),

0 < k < m.

It is easy to see that
/t

T\

\ rn,

<*;>**>= jo,
and, hence, 'I'o, $1,...,

tym-i

j — k,

j¿k,

°<J'k<m>

is an orthogonal

basis of Lm.

The set

ZZ = {*j : 0 < j < m}
is a group with respect

to the multiplication

tf/tf*. = v&j+fc,

0<j',fc<m,

where / -f fc is taken modm. We call Zm the dual, or character, group of Zm.
The Fourier transform Fm on Z/m is the linear mapping of Lm defined by setting

Fm(xj) = (1/v/m)^,
Clearly, F„, is a unitary

operator

0 < j < m.

on Lrn and, for any / E Lm, we have

Fm(f)(k) =-r=J2
/(J>xp
. /rn
¿—'
rn '—'
j=o

\\

2tt¿^
ml

m

,

0 < k < m.

Consider
L=^©Lm,

¿o = C,

m>0

F — YJ ©Pm,

Po = identity mapping.

i>0

In [1] we proved that algebra structures can be defined on L so that F becomes
an algebra homomorphism.
One of these is isomorphic to the algebra of theta
functions on C(a + ib), a,b £ Z. This algebra will play a crucial role in our
analysis of Gleason's theorems stated in SIV.
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The main coding theorems to be proved by our methods are the MacWilliams
identities, Theorems A and B, in §11 and the Gleason theorems, Theorems C and
D, in §IV. The tools for the MacWilliams identities are contained in §11, while those
for Gleason's results appear in §111.Original proofs of these results can be found in
[4 and 3]. Other proofs of Gleason's results can be found in [5 and 9].

II. The Fourier transform
and coding theory.
Consider a prime p and
denote the field of integers mod p by Z/p. Let n > 1 be an integer and denote ndimensional vector space over Z/p by Vn. Since, in the first part of this discussion,
n will be fixed, we set V = Vn. A typical point v E V will be written v =
(vi,...,vn),
Vj E Z/p.
A linear code in V or a linear code of length n over Z/p is any subspace C of
V. The dimension of the linear code C in V is its dimension as a vector space over

Z/p.
An inner product

on V will now be specified.

The inner product

of two elements

v, w £ V, denoted by (v,w), is defined by
77

(2.1)

(V,W)= J2V3W3.7= 1

The dual C1- of a linear code C in V is given by

(2.2)

C-1 = {v£V:

(v,w)=0

for all w £ C}.

It is easy to see that C1- is also a linear code. We say that C is self-dual whenever

(2.3)

C1 = C.

Consider V as an abelian group under addition.

A character of V is any mapping

*: V -> Cx satisfying

(2.4)

9(v + w) = Vt(i>)• <Sf(w),

The set of all characters

(2.5)

v,wEV.

of V, denoted V, becomes a group under the product rule

(tf#')(v) = #(u)*(i/),

*,'*'e

v; « e v.

The mapping \to> given by ^o(v) = 1, v 6 V, is called the trivial character
V. The following formulas will be used without proof:
(2.6)

2_^ ty(v) = 0

on

if * is not the trivial character.

vev

(2.7)

5^*(«)=0

ifv^O.

Up to this point we have made no use of the special nature of V. Definitions (2.4)
and (2.5), as well as formulas (2.6) and (2.7), carry over to any finite abelian group
A. Although it is true that for any finite abelian A we have A and A isomorphic.
we use the inner product (2.1) to define an isomorphism between V and V. This
isomorphism is not canonically defined in terms of V as an abelian group, but
essentially depends upon our choice of inner product.
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For v EV v& define the mapping

(2.8)

tyv by the rule

Vv(w) =exp(2ni(l/p)(v,w)),

v,w EV,

where we view an element of Z/p as its representative k in Z such that 0 < k < p.
It is easy to verify that *„ 6 V, and the mapping v i-> Vv, v £ V, defines an
isomorphism from V onto V.
Let L2(V) denote the set of all complex-valued functions on V made into an
inner product space by setting

(2.9)

(f,g) = ¿2f(v)g(v),

f,g£L2(V).

vev

The Fourier transform of V, denoted Fv, is the mapping of L2(V) to itself defined

by
(2.10)

M/)(«0=p-B/2

£/(«)*,,(«;),
vev

where w £ V and / £ L2(V). A straightforward
verification shows that Fy is a
unitary operator of L2(V). To simplify notation we write F for Fy.
The evaluation function of a subset S of V, denoted Es, is the function on V

given by the rule

(2.11)

E^-{i:

m

"*v-

If {v} denotes the set v, we let E{v\ — Ev. Clearly, the set of functions

(2.12)
determines

Ev,
an orthonormal

THEOREM 2.1.

v£V,

basis of L2(V).

Let C be a linear code in V. Then

(2.13)

F(Ec)

where F is the Fourier

transform

= o(C)p-nl2Ec,,
ofV, and o(C)

equals the number

of elements

in

C.
PROOF. By definition,

F(Ec)(v)^p-n/2YJ^v(w),

vEV.

wee

If v £ C1 then ^v(w) = 1 for all w E C and we have
F(Ec)(v)

= o(C)p-n'2.

If v ^ Cx then ^v restricted to C is a nontrivial character of the abelian group
C and, by (2.6), ^2w€c ^v(w) = 0, which completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2.1 is a disguised version of the MacWilliams identity for the exact

weight enumerator polynomial.
certain well-known identifications

To recognize (2.13) as a MacWilliams
will be recalled.

identity,
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Let X = L2(Z/p), the space of all complex-valued functions on Z/p. We consider
X as a p-dimensional vector space over C. We know that a basis for X is given by
the functions

(2.14)

x0,xx,...,xp-X,

where

We let
77

(2.15)

Tn(X) = <g)XJ,
i

denote the tensor product
Tn = Tn(X).

Xj = X, j = l,...,n,

of n copies of X.

In the following discussion we set

Consider v EV and let xv £ Tn be defined by
n

(2.16)

xv=(g)xVj,
i=i

where v = (vx,..., vn) and Vj £ Z/p.
of all monomials of degree n,

(2.17)

xv,

defines a basis of Tn. An arbitrary

(2-18)

We call xv a monomial

of degree n. The set

vEV,

/ £ Tn can be written

f = f(x) = •£ a(v)xv,

a(v)£C,

vev

and will be called a homogeneous polynomial in the noncommuting

variables (2.14)

of degree n.

THEOREM 2.2. Let 4>nbe the linear mapping 4>= 4>n: Tn —>L2(V) defined on
the basis elements (2.17) by the rule
4>(xv) = EV,

v£ V.

Then <j>is an isomorphism ofTn onto L2(V).
Moreover, for f E Tn of the form
77

(2.19)

/ = ®/i.

/¿ex,

3= 1

we have
77

(2.20)

<h(f)(v)= [] fjivj),
.7=1

where v = (vx,...,

vn) £ V.

PROOF. Since the set of functions Ev, v E V, defines a basis of L2(V),
trivially an isomorphism of Tn onto L2(V).

<p is
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Observe that, by definition, fj is a function on Z/p. Formula (2.20) clearly holds
whenever / is of the form / — xw, w £ V. In general, write
p-i

fj = X] aj(k)xk,

aJ(k) E C,

k=0

and use the bilinearity of the tensor product to finish the proof of the theorem.
Consider the Fourier transform F = Fv of V. Since <j>is a linear isomorphism,

(2.21)

F* = cp-1 o F o <f>

is a linear isomorphism of T„. The next theorem describes the action of F* on Tn.
Recall that Fp denotes the Fourier transform on Lp. For the sake of completeness
we state and prove the following known result.

Theorem

2.3. F = <g>"Fp.

PROOF. Consider xv, v £ V. By definition

Vi

\Fp)(x") = <g)(Fp(xj)),
/
i

and, by §1,
Pl

(

1

\

Fp(xj) = p"1/2 Y^ exp I 2-iri-jk ) xk.
fc= 0

Thus.
77

\

\

i®fJ

77

(í»

= pí'p(is)W
77

,

= p~n'2 J|

,

exP ( 2-KÍ-VjWj

3= 1

^

P

— p~n/2 exp ( 27ri- (t>, tu)

V p

Since (<f)oF)(xv) = F(EV) and

F(F„)H=p-"/2exp(27rz(l/p)(t;,ti;)),
the theorem follows.
Consider

f £ Tn and write

f=^a(v)xv,

a(v)EC.

vev

We can use Theorem

2.3 to explicitly
T-i

(2.22)

write F^(f).
/

j

y,■=p-1/2^expÍ27ri-jrcjifc,

Let

\

0 < j < p.

For v £ V we write

(2.23)
An immediate

f-i/,,,®!^)!/.,,
application

of Theorem

v = (t,i,...,t;B).
2.3 gives the following result.
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F^(f) = Y:veVa(v)yv.

We come now to the Mac Williams identities.
linear code C on V, denoted Pc, is defined by

(2.24)

The exact weight enumerator

of a

Pc = Pc(x)=Y,xvvec

By definition of <pwe have

(2.25)

4>(Pc)= Ec

and, hence, by Theorem 2.1,

(2.26)

F't'(Pc) = o(C)p-n'2PCi..

The Mac Williams identity for exact enumerator polynomials
from Theorem 2.4 and is given by the next theorem.

THEOREM A.

If Pc is the exact enumerator

polynomial

immediately

follows

of a linear code C on

V, then
Pc(y) = o(C)p-n/2Pc,(x),
where y is given by (2.22).
The exact weight enumerator polynomial Pc of the linear code C specifies the
code uniquely but, involving as it does noncommuting variables, it is difficult to
handle. A related polynomial, the complete weight enumerator polynomial, contains less information, but still reflects essential features of the code and has the
advantage of involving commuting variables only.
We begin by a direct definition of the complete weight enumerator polynomial
of a code. Consider a linear code C in V = Vn over Z/p. For any element v =
(vi,..., vn) £ V and any k, 0 < k < p, we set Wk(v) equal to the number of Vj, 1 <
j < n, satisfying Vj = k mod p. The complete weight enumerator polynomial, W =

Wc, of C is defined by setting

Wc(x)=Y,xMv)'
vec
where xw^

= x^o{v) ■■■x^rxl{v).

We observe that Wc(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the p commuting variables xo, • • ■, xp-X. Also, if C is a self-dual code, then n must have been
even.
Let us now define the complete weight enumerator polynomial in terms of the

exact weight enumerator

polynomial.

Consider the vector space defined by

m>0

We briefly review the definition of the tensor algebra over X and how it is isomorphic
to the polynomial algebra over C in p noncommuting variables.
For m > 1 the monomials of degree m, xv, v £ Vm, form a basis of Tm. Take
v £ Vi and u £ Vm, l, m > 1, and define the product x" ■xu by the rule

(2.27)

xv ■xu = xw,
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where w = (v, u) £ V/+m. Extending

(2-28)

(2.27) to a product

on the vector space

E0T777>1

by linearity and the distributive law determines a unique algebra structure on (2.28).
Since To = C, this algebra product extends to an algebra product on T.
Suppose the algebra T is given as above. Consider the ideal I oiT generated by
the relations
(2.29)
I is homogeneous

XjXk = xkXj,

0 < j,k < p.

relative to the decomposition

of T, given by (2.26), in the sense

that

(2.30)

/=E07777>0

where /„, = / n Tm. Note I0 = h = (0).
It follows that the quotient algebra T/I is isomorphic to C[xn, ■• ■,xp-i], the
polynomial algebra over C in the commuting variables Xq, ■■■, xp-X, and as vector
spaces.

(2.31)

T//=]T0Wm777>0

We call T/I the full symmetric algebra of X.
Consider the natural map r\ of Tn onto Tn/In. Let Pc be the exact enumerator
polynomial of the linear code C in V — Vn. Then Pc £Tn. The complete weight
enumerator polynomial of C, denoted Wc, is defined by setting

Wc = v(Pc)The MacWilliams
identity for the complete weight
linear code immediately
follows from Theorem A.

enumerator

polynomial

of a

THEOREM B. Let C be a linear code and Wc its complete weight enumerator
polynomial. Then,
Wc(y) = o(C)p-n'2Wci(x),

where y is given by (2.22).
III. The algebra
of the Fourier
transform.
A prime p is fixed for the
remainder of this section.
We also set Lm = L(Z/m),
m > 1. The Fourier
transform of L7„ is denoted by Fm.
As a prelude to Gleason's results, we now relate the Fourier transform to the
algebras introduced in the previous section.
Take a fixed integer n > 1. Let F denote the Fourier transform of V = Vn, and let
cj)be the linear isomorphism from T„ onto L2(V) defined in Theorem 2.2. Consider
the linear isomorphism F0 = 4>~' o F o <pof Tn. A typical element in /„ is the sum
of elements of the form f(x)(xjXk - xkXj)g(x), where f,g E T, of proper degrees.
Applying F0 to this element, by Theorem 2.4, implies f(y)(yjyic —ykyj)g(y), where
y is given by (2.22). Expanding this, we easily see that this latter element is in 7„.
Thus.

(3.1)

F*(/n)C/„

THE FINITE FOURIER
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and F induces a linear homomorphism of the vector space Tn/In.
induced linear isomorphism of Tn/In by F(n).
The Fourier transform of T/I, denoted by Fg, is defined by

(3-2)
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We denote the

^ = £0*»,
77>0

where F(0) is the identity mapping.
implies the next result.

THEOREM 3.1.
determined
action is

(3.3)

The definition of tensor products

Fs is an algebra homomorphism of S = T/I

by its action on the free generators

1 P_1

/

1

xq, ■■■, £p-i

\

Fsxj = —- V exp 2m-jk ) xk,

VPfo

V P )

immediately

and is uniquely

of S. The rule for this

0 < j, k < p.

We introduce at this time two other important algebra homomorphisms
Since xo, ■■■,xp-X freely generate S, it suffices to define the homomorphism
on these generators.
We define the algebra homomorphisms Rs and Us of S by the formulas

(3.4)
(3.5)

of S.
action

Rsxj = Xj+i,
UsXj = exp(2mj/p)xJ,

where 0 < j < p. If j = p - 1 in (3.4), then j + 1 = p is set equal to 0.

Theorem

3.2. FsRsF^1 = US.

PROOF. By Definitions (3.3) and (3.4) we have
1 Pl

(

FsRsx3 = — Vexp

1

\

2ni-(j + l)fc ) xk,

and by Definition (3.5),
1 P_1

/

1

\

UsFsXj = — S^ exp ( 2-Ki-jk ) Usxk
p-ï
— > exp I 2iri-jk
fpfr'r, \ p
\/Pk=o

) exp ( 2m-k

/

) xk

V p /

= FsRsXj,
which proves the theorem.
The algebra T/I = 5 is too 'big' for our purposes, in a sense described below.
We now define other algebras upon which a Fourier transform acts. The first of
these was introduced in [1], and we briefly outline the results needed.
Consider the vector space

(3.6)

Ls£0Lm
m>0
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and the linear mapping of L,

(3-7)

FL^^0Fm.
777>0

We call Ft the Fourier transform of L.
The following two theorems can be found in [1].

ALGEBRA THEOREM. Up to isomorphism, L admits exactly three algebra structures, denoted by La,

x = 1,2,3,

satisfying:

(1) if f £Lm and g £ Ln, then fg E Lm+n;
(2) La has no zero divisors; and
(3) Ft is an algebra homomorphism

of La.

Consider the action of F¿ on Lj, j = 1,2,3. A direct computation
up to constant multiple, there exist unique elements

(3.8)

ZjELj,

j=

shows that,

1,2,3,

satisfying
(3.9)

FL(zx) = zx,

FL(z2) = -z2,

FL(z3) = iz3.

REPRESENTATION THEOREM. The algebra La is generated by the elements
zx, z2 and z3. The homomorphism of algebras 7ra: C[ZX,Z2, Z3\ —>La, defined by
requiring ira(ZJ-) = Zj, j = 1,2,3, induces an isomorphism
where we can take

pi = z! + z*, p2 = z%+ z\z2 + z\,
In La the set of monomials

(3.10)

C[Zx,Z2,Z3]/pa

= La,

P3= zl + z\z2.

given by

za = z\lz^zf,

a = (zx,a2,a3),

Oj>0,

spans the vector space L. Thus, za, where m = ax + a2 + a3, spans the subspace
Lm, m > 1, of La. Moreover, since Ft is an algebra homomorphism
of L, we have
(3.11)

FL(za)

= (-l)a*a3za.

For each m > 1, a basis B(m) of Lm can be defined inductively, consisting of
monomials za, m = ax + a2 + a3. Let B(l) = {zx}. Suppose a basis B(m — 1)
of Lm-\ has been constructed.
We define B(m) to be the set of functions of Lm
given by
i"î19ï

Tt(m\ - i {ziB(m-

[á-l¿)

ü[m) " \ {zxB(m - l),z^-V/2

i)-2™72}-

m even,

■z3},

m odd.

It follows from the discussion in [1] that B(m) is a basis of Lm.
Consider Lp as a subspace of the algebra La. The basis elements xq, ■■■, xp^i of
Lp need not be free on La, in the sense that some polynomial in xq, ..., xp-X, F(x),
given by f(x) = ^ a(v)xv, can be 0 in La with some a(v) ^ 0. In fact, some linear
combination must already exist between the monomials XjXk, 0 < j, k < p, and
there are p(p+1)/2 such monomials which all lie in L2p, a vector space of dimension

2p.
Denote by Aa(p) the subalgebra of L generated by Lp. Then xo, ■■■,xp-i generate Aa(p). The next result is an immediate consequence of Ft being an algebra
homomorphism.

THE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM
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The Fourier transform Fl maps Aa(p) onto itself and is
by its action on the generators Xo, ■■■,xp-X. This action is

given by (3.3).
Since the algebra S = T/I is freely generated by xo, • • •, ip-i, we can define an
algebra homomorphism
'9a of S onto Aa(p) by requiring tya(xj) = Xj, 0 < j < p.
It follows automatically from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that the next result holds.

THEOREM 3.4.

FL*Q = ^aFs.

Observe that Theorem 3.4 implies

(Tx)

Fs (ker^a)ckev^a.

We would like the algebra homomorphisms Rs and Us of S to induce, under
<£", algebra homomorphisms
of Aa(p). Necessary and sufficient conditions for this
to occur are

(T2)

J?s(ker1'Q)cker4'a,

(T3)

i/s(ker*a)

Cker*a.

From the discussion in [1] we can prove that, for at least one a = 1,2,3, these
conditions hold. Even more can be said, which we develop below.
For an integer r > 1 we define the subalgebra La [r] of La by

(3.13)

£aM=£0£rm.
m>l

Observe that Aa(p) C La[p).
On La[p] we define the linear homomorphisms
R and U as follows.
ra > 1 we define the linear homomorphisms
Rm and Um of Lpm by

(3.14)

(Rmf)(k)= f(k-m),

(3.15)

(Umf)(k) = exP(2mk/p)f(k),

For each

where / £ Lpm and 0 < k < pm. Define R. and U by

(3.16)

Ä=^0Äm,
777>1

(3.17)

l^£0tfm7T7>1

The analogue of Theorem 3.2 holds on LQ[p]. We state it without proof.

THEOREM 3.5.

FLRF^1 =U on La[p\.

One of the algebras La is classical, in that it can be realized as the algebra of
theta functions of period i relative to the standard lattice Z + iZ in C. The proof
can be found in [1]. Let L* denote this algebra. The proof of the following result
can also be found in [1]. We adopt the notational rule that we replace a by * when
referring to concepts based on L*.
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HOMOMORPHISM THEOREM. R and U are algebra homomorphisms

of L*[p]

whose actions on xq, • ■•, xp-X are given by (3.4) and (3.5), respectively.
Observe that since Ft restricts to an algebra homomorphism of L*[p], by Theorem 3.5, U is an algebra homomorphism if and only if R is.
The following result immediately follows from the homomorphism
theorem.

THEOREM 3.6. A*(p) is R- and U-invariant.
(1) i?** = **i?.s,

Moreover, we have

(2) {/tf* = V*US,
where ^* is the algebra homomorphism

of S onto the subalgebra A*(p) of L*[p\.

Consider the subalgebra L*[p2] of L*[p\. Clearly
homomorphism of L*[p2]. Also by the Homomorphism
to algebra homomorphisms of L*\p2). Let

(3.18)

e^{/€L>2]

THEOREM 3.7.

-R(f) = u(f) = f}.

9 isa subalgebra of L* and

(3.19)
PROOF.

Ft restricts to an algebra
Theorem, R and U restrict

FL(6) = 6.
Since R and U are algebra homomorphisms,

O is a subalgebra.

Theo-

rem 3.5 implies (3.19).
6 plays a fundamental

role in our approach

to Gleason's

theorems.

Consider the

subspace Qm of Lpim, defined by

(3.20)

0m=enLp2m.

Since Lp2m is both R- and fZ-invariant,

(3.21)

it is easy to see that

e=£0em.
m>0

O satisfies the following properties:
(3.22) (1) S has no zero divisors.

(2) li f £ 6m and g £ Om, then f ■g £ 6m+„.
(3.23) (3) O is invariant under Ft-

By Theorem 3.7 we also have

Hence the restriction of Ft to O is an algebra homomorphism.
Thus. O has properties similar to those satisfying the Algebra Theorem.
The
following important theorem implies it is, in fact, the algebra L* up to isomorphism.
Thus. L* contains, as a proper subalgebra, an isomorphic copy of itself.

THEOREM 3.8.

There exists an algebra isomorphism

D of O onto L* such that

(1) D(Qm) C Lm,
(2) DFL = FLD on 9.
Once we have the identification
proof would

be available.

However,

of L* with the theta function
we outline

a proof without

algebra,

an easy

resorting

to this

identification.
We begin by describing

the functions

/ E Qm. Since Uf = f we have

f(k) = exp(2mk/p)f(k),

0 < k < mp2,

THE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM

and, hence, / is "decimated";

k = pj,

0 < j < mp,

The condition Rf = / implies / satisfies the periodicity

(3.25)

f(k) = f(k + mp),

property

0 < k < p2m.

It follows that / is completely

determined

(3.26)

0,p,2p,...,(m-l)p.

by its values on the m points

Conversely, if g E Lm we can define a function
0 < j < m, and requiring

f(k + mp) = f(k),

/ £ Qm by setting

f(jp)

= g(j),

0<k<mp2,

f(k) = 0,
This motivates
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i.e., f(k) = 0 unless

(3.24)
in Z/p2m.
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the following definition.

For / £ Om define the function

Dm(f)

£

Lm by the rule

(3.27)

Dm(f)(j) = f(jp),

0<j<m.

We have shown that Dm is a linear isomorphism

(3.28)

from Hm onto Lm. Thus, setting

£>=£®Dm,
m>l

we have that D is a linear isomorphism from 6 onto L.
The Fourier transform Ft acts on L and, by Theorem 3.7, maps O onto itself.
We will now see how F¿ acts relative to D.
Consider / £ Om. Since F¿(/) E ©m, it is determined by its values on the m

points (3.26). For 0 < j < m we have, using (3.24),

(3.29)

1

^

/

ijy

FL(f)(pj)= —¡= J2 /(Mexp 2*1
fc=0

Write k = k' + k"m, 0 < k' < m, 0 < k" < p, and substitute
1

m_1

/

in (3.29) to obtain

i

(n/ÍÍPi) = -¡= Y, f(k'p)exp 2m-m
fc'=0

This implies

(3.30)

Dm(FL(f)) = Fm(Dm(f)).

Therefore,

(3.31)

DoFL = FLoD

on 6.
It remains to show that D is an algebra isomorphism of O onto L*. There is a
unique algebra structure on L, denoted L#, such that D is an algebra isomorphism
of © ontoL#.
But conditions (3.22) and (3.23), along with the preceding discussion,
imply L# satisfies the conditions of the Algebra Theorem.
Thus, L# = Ln for
some a = 1,2,3. Since O is a subalgebra of L*, it follows from the Representation
Theorem that Ljf = L*. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8.
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The subalgebra © of L*[p2] Ç L* and certain of its subalgebras will play important roles in the study of weight enumerator polynomials. We introduce these
subalgebras in the following discussion.
By Theorem 3.8 we know there exist uniquely determined, up to constant multiple, elements wx £ Qx, w2 E Q2, w3 £ 03 such that
Ft(tfi)

= wx,

FL(w2) = -w2,

FL(w3) = iw3,

and © is generated as an algebra by wx,w2,w3.
Moreover, we can choose a basis of 0TO from the monomials wa = wxw2w3, a =
(ax,a2,a3), where m = ax + 2a2 + 3a3. Observe that the basis monomials always
have a3 — 0 or a3 — 1. It follows from (3.11) that wa is an eigenvector of Ft of
eigenvalue ±1 if a3 = 0; in addition, if a2 is even, the eigenvalue is ±1.

Denote by 0' the subalgebra of all / E H such that

(3-32)
Since each subspace

(3.33)

FL(f) = f.
0m is Ft-invariant,

we can write

©' = £(tfmn0').
777>0

A basis of 0m n 0' is given by the monomials
(3.34)

wl'w20-2,

ax,a2£Z,

where ax + Aa2 = m. We also have, by the Representation
freely generate. This proves

THEOREM 3.9.

Theorem,

that wx,w2

0' — C\wx,w2], where wi,w2 freely generate.

We need a slightly more general result.

THEOREM 3.10.
linearly independent.

Choose y i £ ©i and y2 E 04 fl 0' such that yj and y2 are
Then 0' = C[yx,y2],

where yi,y2

are free.

PROOF,
©i is one dimensional.
Without loss of generality
2/1 = wx. By (3.32) wf,w2 define a basis of ©4 D ©' and we
ay\ + by2, 6^0.
Replacing w\ by aw2 + by2 in (3.32), we get
w\,y2. This implies wx,y2 generate ©'.
To prove wx,y2 freely generate, we write y2 — b~1(w2 — aw\)

we can assume
can write w2 =
a polynomial in
and argue as in

the Appendix.
Two subalgebras of ©', defined by
(3.35)

©"=(£002777
\m>0

(3.36)

©'"=

n©',
/

£004777

\m>0

n©',

J

play an important role in §IV.
Arguing as in the preceding theorem, we have the following two results.
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If yi £ Q2 n 0' and y2 £ 04 n ©' sou's/?/ the property that

y2,V2 are linearly independent,

then y\,y2 freely generate

and ©" = C[2/1,2/2]

THEOREM 3.12.
Choose y\,y2 E ©41"! ©' such that they are linearly independent. Then yi,y2 freely generate ©"'.
For the rest of this section, C denotes a self-dual code of length n over Z/p
containing 1„ = (1,1,...,
1). The existence of a self-dual code on the vector space
V =Vn implies n is even because, as is easy to show, as vector spaces C = V'¡C^ =
V/C and n = 2 dim C. The condition 1„ E C is equally important as a constraint
on n The inner product (1„, ln) = n must vanish modp and, hence, p divides n.
In particular, if p is odd, then 2p divides n.
Let W = Wc be the complete weight enumerator polynomial of C. In general, W
is a homogeneus polynomial of degree n in the commuting variables xo, ■■■,xp-X.
This means that each monomial on W has degree n divisible by 2 and p.
The condition 1„ £ C further restrains the form of W. li a — (ao, ■■■,aP-i)
is a p-tuple of integers with n = X^P=oa:i> then the coefficient of the monomial
Xa = Xq° ■■■XpTi' in W is equal to the number of code words v E C having, for
each j, a < j < p, exactly a, components equal to j. Let S denote the subset of
such elements in C. Then l„ + 5 is the subset of C consisting of all code words v £ C
having, for each j, 0 < j < p, exactly aj components equal to j + 1 modp. Thus,
the coefficient of xa on W equals the coefficient of the monomial Xq"~1xx° ■■■xppSx
in W. This implies W is invariant under the action of the shift Rs- We summarize
in the following theorem what we have just shown about W.

THEOREM 3.13. Let W = Wc be the complete weight enumerator polynomial
of the self-dual code C in Vn containing 1„ = (1,..., 1). Then W is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree n satisfying:

(1) 2 and p divide n;

(2)W = RS(W);
(3)W = FS(W).
We note condition

(3) is the MacWilliams

identity,

and (2) and (3) imply, by

Theorem 3.2, that W = US(W).
Certain subalgebras A', A", A'" of S will now be introduced.
Let S\p\ be the subalgebra of S defined by
iPl =

/

„ \£7 -tpm/lpm,

777>0

and consider the subalgebra

A' of S[p) defined as the set of all fS[p] satisfying

(1) Rs(f) = Us(f) = /, and
(2) Fs(f) = /.
Consider the algebra homomorphism

THEOREM 3.14.

Í**: S —>L*[p\.

** maps A' ontoQ'.

PROOF. Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, along with the definition of A', imply

*•(/) = £/(**(/))
= *(**(/))= FtOn/))
whenever / £ A'. We are done if we can show \I>*(/) £ L*[p2} for all / 6 A'. It
suffices to show that if / £ A' is a monomial given by / = xv, where q = ^P=o v3
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is divisible

by p, then **(/)

£ L*[p2}. Since **(/)

= xv, where the product

taken in L*, the theorem follows from observing that **(/)
Consider the subalgebras

SIM = £

0T2pm/72pm,

S[ip] = £

in >()

xv is

£ Lpq C L*[p2].

0T4pm//4p777,

7Ti>0

A" C S[2p], and A'" c S[4p] such that
(1) 2p divides n,
(2)W = RS(W).
The following theorem has a proof analogous to that of Theorem

THEOREM 3.15.

3.14.

** maps A" onto 0" and A'" into ©'".

Gleason's theorems are related to the structure of the algebras
cases p = 2 or p = 3. We present these results in the next section.

A', A", A'" in

IV. Gleason's
theorems.
Take p = 2 and consider the algebra homomorphism ty*: S —> L*. Arguing, as in the Appendix, it is easy to show that the
elements xo,xx £ L2 C L* generate a free subalgebra of L*. This implies ty* is a
monomorphism.
We note that 2 is the only prime for which we will be so lucky.

THEOREM C.

The algebra homomorphism

"í* maps A' isomorphically

onto ©'.

If fi9 € S are defined by
f — x0 + xx,

g — XqXx(x0 — xx) ,

then f,g £ A' freely generate and A' = C[/,o].

PROOF. The above discussion implies $* is an algebra monomorphism of A'
into ©'. We want to prove *£* maps A' onto ©'. At the same time we specify free
generators of A'. Since Fg maps
Fs(xo)

= —f=(xo + xi)

and

Fs(xi)

= —=(x0 - xx),

we have

Fs(xl

+ x\) = xl + x\,

Fs(x0xx(xl

- x\)) = x0zi(zo

- x\).

It follows that f,g £ A'.
Note. xqxx(xo — x2) is not i?s-invariant
and, hence, does not belong to A'.
Let 2/1 = **(/) and y2 = **(o)- Since /4,o are linearly independent and \I>* is
an isomorphism, 2/1,2/2 satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.10. This implies they
freely generate ©', and /, g freely generate A', which completes the proof of the

theorem.
Since W = Wc £ A', whenever C is a self-dual code over Z/2, we have proved
Gleason's theorem for the case p = 2.

GLEASON'S THEOREMFOR p = 2. Let C be a self-dual code over Z/2 and W
its complete weight enumerator
and g = XqX2x(xq- x2)2.

polynomial.

Then W £ C[f,g]

where f — x3 + x\

We now consider the case p = 3 and take a self-dual linear code C on V = Vn
satisfying ln £ C. It is well known that 12 divides n and, hence, W = Wc lies in
A'". Gleason's theorem describes the structure of A'".
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We begin by noting that the algebra homomorphism
**: A'" —►©"', is not a
monomorphism.
Let K be the kernel of ** on A'". The description of A'" will be
of a more complicated nature than the corresponding description of A' in the p = 2
case. From our approach the reason for this is the existence of the nontrivial kernel

K.
We require the following notation.
(4.1)

a = xl + x\ + x\,

Let

p = 3x0xxx2,

b = x^x3 + XqX3,+ x3x2,

and
ax2 = a(a3 + 8p3),

ß6 = a2 - 12b,

¿36 = P3(a3 - p3) = -^K28
A direct computation

(4.3)

a^-^=(a

uxs = a6 - 20a3p3 - 8p6,

- af2)-

shows that, under the action of Fg, we have

+ 2p),

p^-j=(a-p),

b -> -b + -(a2 + ap + p2),

from which we infer that the action of Fg has the following effect:

(4.4)
(4.5)

Qi2 -> a,

ßl -> ßl,

ß6 -> -ßo,

a36 -> a36,

rX8 -> -n8.

By (4.4) it follows that ctX2,ß£,a3o lie in A'" and they can be shown to freely
generate.

THEOREM 4.1. A'" = C[qi2,/3|] © K, where K is the kernel o/** in A'".
PROOF. Clearly, **(a), **(p) are elements in 0i. Since ©i is one dimensional
and Ft acts by the identity mapping on ©i, we have

¥*(p) = //•** (a), M£C7,

Fi,0r(a)) = ¥*(a).

By (4.3) we determine p = (-l + v/3)/2. This implies **(qi2) = (l+8c72)**(a)4 ^
0, so **(ai2)
G ©4 n ©'. Let 2/1 = **(a)2, y2 = **(/%).
Then FL(2/i) =
yi> Fl(p2) = —2/2,which, by the Appendix, implies 2/1,2/2 freely generate. Thus,
2/f ,2/2 are linearly independent in ©40©'
and, by Theorem 3.12, freely generate
©'". This completes the proof of the theorem.
Consider a polynomial /(xo,Xi,X2)
on A'". Since /(xo,Xi,X2)
is R- and F2invariant, where Fj is given by the permutation
of variables xo 1—>Xo, ^l l—>
x2, x2 1—>
xi, we have that /(xo,xi,X2)
is a symmetric polynomial in xo,xi,X2.
In addition, /(xo,xi,X2)
is [/-invariant.
The above remarks imply that / is also
invariant under the transformations
Xj 1—>e27rZ//3xyfor each j = 0,1,2,.
Thus,
f(xo,xi,x2)
is a symmetric polynomial in Xq, x3, x2. The theory of elementary symmetric polynomials implies we can write F(xo,xi,X2)
as a polynomial on o,p3,6.
We let /(xo,xi,x2)
= f'(a,p3,b).
The degree of each monomial xr = xr0°xrxlxr22
appearing in F(xo,xi,x2)
is divisible by 12. This implies that a monomial
aSop3sibS2, which appears as a term in f'(a,p3,b),
must satisfy 4/so + 3si + 2s2.
The algebra A'" can be described as the space of all polynomials f'(a,p3,b)
in
the linear span of monomials as°p3sibS2 satisfying

(4.6)

4/s0 + 3s,+2s2,
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which are invariant under the transformations
given by (4.3).
We want to describe A'" and we know that A'" = C\aX2,ßl) © K, where K is
the kernel of ** in A'". Hence, we begin by giving a characterization
of K.

Let K' be the collection of all polynomials f'(a,p3,b)
(4.7)

E C[a,p3,6] such that

7l8./(a,p3,6)GA'".

In particular,

we observe that because F s {in)

= —7i8, we have Fs(f(a,p3,

b)) =

-f(a,P3,b).

Theorem

4.2. K = ~n8-Kl.

PROOF. From -718= a6 - 20o3p3 - 8p6, it follows that
ih*(lls) = (l-20ti3-8ti6)**(a),

where u = (—1+ \ß)/2. A direct calculation shows that 1 - 20u3 - 8u6 = 0. This
implies 718-fC C K.
Consider k(a,p3,b)K and let k'(a,b) = k(a,u3a3,b). Then

fc'(**(o), **(&)) = fc(¥*(a), **(p3), **(&)) = 0,
which implies,

since 9*(a),

(ua —p)\k(a,p3,b)

V*(b) are freely generating,

that

k'(a,b)

= 0. Thus,

in C[a,p,b].

Since k(a, p3, b) is invariant under the action, p —►
wp, w = exp(27rt'/3), it follows
that ua-wp, ua-w2p are factors of k(a,p3, b). Thus, since ua—p, ua-wp, ua—w2p
are relatively prime, we have tt3a3 —p3 = (ua —p)(ua —wp)(ua —w2p) is a factor

of k(a,p3,b).
Consider the factor ua — wp. Since k(a,p3,b) is invariant under Fs, we have
Fs(ua — wp) is a factor of k(a,p3,b).
This implies, by a direct calculation, that
va —p, v = ( —1 — y/3)/2, is a factor of k(a,p3, b). Arguing as above, we have
7i8 = (-8)(«V-p3)(t;3a3-p3)

is a factor of k(a, p3,b). This completes the proof of the theorem.
The final stage in the proof of Gleason's theorem when p = 3 is to describe K'.
We quickly outline how this is done. For f(a,p3, b) £ K' we have Fs(/) = —/. Also,
each monomial

in f(a,p3,b),

as"p3sibS2,

has the property

that

(so + osx + 2s2)/2

is odd.
Arguing as in the remarks leading to the description
can prove

THEOREM 4.3. If f(a,p3,b)£

4.1, we

K' then

f(a,p3, b) = ß6g(aX2, ß2) + ll8f'(a,

where f'(a,p3,b)

of A"' in Theorem

p3,b),

£ A'".

We come now to the main theorem in the case p = 3.

THEOREM D. A'" = C\ax2,ßl,636}

® ßoli8C[ax2,ßi,636],

where ax2,ßi,636

freely generate.

PROOF. Assume ax2,ßl,636 freely generate.
trivially a direct sum contained in A'".

Also, the sum on the right is
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Consider f(a,p3,b) £ A'". Without loss of generality we assume that f(a,p3,b)
is homogeneous in xo, xi, x2 of degree m. Thus, each monomial as°p3sibS2 occurring
in f(a,p3,b) satisfies m = 3so + 9si + 6s2. We use induction on m.
By Theorem 4.1 we can write
f(a,p3,b)
where k(a,p3,b)

= g(aX2,ß2) + k(a,p3,b),

£ K. Applying Theorem

k(a,p3,b)

4.2 we can write

= lx8k'(a,p3,b),

where k'(a,p3,b) £ K'. Theorem 4.3 implies
k'(a,p3,b)

= ß6g'(ax2,ß2)

+ lx8f'(a,p3,b),

where f'(a,p3,b)
£ A"'. The degree of /' as a polynomial
less than m, which implies by induction that
Putting

f'(a,p3,b) £C[ai2,ß2,63e}(B
all this together we get
f(a,p3,b)

= g(ax2,ß2)

in xo,xi,X2

is strictly

ßolisC[ax2,ß2,636}.

+12x8f'(a,p3,b)

+ lx8ß6g'(ax2,ß2).

Since 7j8 = —64¿36 + Q32, the theorem is proved.

GLEASON'S THEOREMFOR p = 3. Let C be a self-dual code over Z/3 and W
its weight enumerator

polynomial.

Suppose 1 £ C. Then

W E C[aX2,ß2,636]

®ß6n8C[aX2,ß2,636}.

Appendix.
The structure of the algebra L*, especially the relationship of this
structure to the action of the algebra homomorphism Ft, is the central tool in the
second part of this work. In this Appendix we review the results we need.
We begin with the direct sum decomposition for L*, L* = X]m>o©£mi
and
the elements zx E Lx, z2 £ L2, z3E L3, where
Fl(zi)

= «i,

FL(z2) - -z2,

FL(z3) = iz3,

and L* = C[zi,z2,z3\.
The elements zi,z2,z3 do not freely generate.
Consider the action of F¿ on L*. Denote the subspace of L* spanned by the
eigenvectors of Ft having eigenvalues ±1 by M and the eigenvalue one subspace of

Ft on L* by M'. Then M is a subalgebra of L*, and M' is a subalgebra of M. In
fact, we have M = M' © z2M', where M' is generated freely by zx, z2, and M is
generated freely by zx,z2.
These results, along with those mentioned below, are immediate consequences

of the following tables. Let Mn = LmC\M,

Subspace

M'm = LmC\M'.

Basis

+ 1
Mx

zx

M2
M3
Mi

z\
z\
z\,z2

M5
M6
M7
M8

z\,ziz\
z\,z\z\
z\,z\z\
z\,z\z\,z\

-1
z2
ziz2
z2z2
z\z2
z\z2,z\
z\z2,zxz\
z\z2,z\z\.
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In general,

we distinguish

four cases for Mm:

+

m = 0 mod 4
-m

-m-4

¿i >¿i

2

m/2

z2,...,z2

,m-2

Zi

z2,zx

m-6

3

2 (m-2)/2

z2,...

,zxz2

m = 1 mod 4
-m

-771-4

zl i z\

2

„ J"i-l)/2

-m-2

z2i- ■■izlz2

zx

z2,zx

m-6

3

-,3-(™-3)/2

Z2, ■■• , zxz2

m = 2 mod 4
-m

-771-4

¿1 ' ¿1

2

-2-("i-2)/2

-771-2

*2>-,,)*l*2

¿1

-777-6-3

¿2,^i

m/2

z2,...,z2

m = 3 mod 4
-777 -777-4

¿i , zx

From the pattern

2

_3-(>"-3)/4

z2,...,

-777-2

zxz2

established

zx

z2,zx

777-6

3

-

_(™-l)72

z2, ■■■, zxz2

by these tables, statements

(l)-(3)

easily follow.

(1) M n J2m>o © ^2771is generated by z\,z2.
(2) M' n J2m>o © £2m is generated

by z\, z\.

(3) M' n Em>o © ¿4m is generated by z\, z\.
We consider generalizations of these results, which are continually used in this
work. Although more general results can be appealed to, the grading in L*, i.e.,
the direct sum decomposition of L*, makes the proofs especially simple.

Let 2/2 £ M2 and 2/4,2/4£ M\ in the following statements:
(1) If z2,y2 are linearly independent, then zx,y2 freely generate M.
(2) If £?, 2/4 are linearly independent, then 21,2/4 freely generate M'.
(3) If 2/2 £ M' and y2,y\ are linearly independent, then 2/2,2/4 freely generate

^'n£m>o©W
(4) If 2/4,2/4 are linearly

independent,

they freely generate

M' D J2m>o ©^4m-

We prove only the first statement.
The others follow in much the same way.
Write 2/2 = cz\ +dz2, where, by assumption, d ^ 0. M is generated freely by zx,z2,
and since every monomial z"1 z%2 can be written zxlz22 = zx1[(y2 — cz2)d~l\aï
upon expanding, we have M generated by zx,y2.
Consider any polynomial f(zx,y2) satisfying f(zx,y2) = 0. Write
IV

f{zi,y2)

= £/,-(21)2/2,
r=0

where we assume fiv(zx) ^ 0. Replace y2 by cz\ + (¿22 in this expression

and form

N

g(zi,z2)

= f(zx,cz\

+dz2)

= £/r(2,)(cz2

-r-d22)r.

r=0

The highest power of 22 which occurs upon expanding is z2 and its coefficient is
fiw(zx)dN. Since d ^ 0, 21,22 freely generate, and 9(21,22) = 0, we must have
/n(2i) = 0, a contradiction.
Thus, zx,y2 freely generate.
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